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What is a hobby computer?



What is free?



What is yours?



What is the cloud?



Borrowing Other
People's Computers

For Your Hobbies
Without Paying Any

Money
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GitHub



GitHub + Raspberry PI = <3



GitHub Pages



GitHub Pages



GitHub
Git is free as in speech
GitHub is free as in beer
Your stuff stays yours
GitHub is very hackable
Git is hard
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Travis CI



Travis CI + GitHub Pages = <3



Travis CI
Free as in beer
Works with GitHub
Runs your tests (& other code) on demand
Slow during peak usage hours
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Heroku



Heroku + GitHub = <3



Heroku + GitHub = <3



Heroku + GitHub = <3



Heroku + GitHub + Travis CI = <3<3<3



Heroku
Free as in beer
Works with GitHub & Travis CI
Your code works elsewhere
Free apps shut down after inactivity
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Cloud9



Cloud9
Free as in beer
Works with GitHub & Travis CI & Heroku
Your code works elsewhere
Free Linux machine is very tiny
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The story so far...
Free as in beer
You can pay for better support
Works well with others
Your can take your stuff with you
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Google App Engine





Google App Engine
Free as in beer
Self-contained silo of services
Your code only works on GAE
There are a few open source alternatives
There are only a few open source alternatives
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Google Docs





Google Docs
Free as in beer
Works with almost any web service
My spreadsheets are locked-in
Ad supported
Paid "Apps for Work" option available
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IFTTT



IFTTT





IFTTT
Free as in beer
Works with 150+ services
My recipes are locked-in
No paid support option
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Yahoo! Pipes



Yahoo! Pipes



Yahoo! Pipes



Yahoo! Pipes
Free as in beer
Works with RSS feeds everywhere
Pipes are locked-in
No paid support option
Does Yahoo! even know it still exists?
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Amazon Web Services



Amazon Web Services



Amazon Web Services



Wrapping up


